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1. The Inside Man series is an entertaining and informative look at
cybersecurity. The Inside Man, season 1, all 12 episodes are now complete. Look
for season 2 of The Inside Man coming to this newsletter in August. Click here if
you want to view any previous episode of The Inside Man, Season 1.
2. For all High School Teachers/Administrators: from the IDOE, student access to SAT scores
opens Thursday, March 24. Some scores may be released later due to participation in the
accommodated testing window or investigations of reported testing irregularities. Educators
will not yet have access to scores. Students will need a College Board account to view their
scores and can register for a free account on the College Board website if they do not have
one. Additional guidance for students to access their scores will be distributed by College
Board and IDOE's Office of Student Assessment. Students who cannot view their scores
should contact the College Board’s Student SAT Helpline at 866-756-7346. Contact College Board
with any additional questions.
3. For all science teachers, especially solar system science: Have you been to the NASA
solar system site? The NASA solar system site is amazingly detailed and visually stunning!
That link jumps you to Io, a moon of Jupiter and the most volcanically active body in the solar
system. Just take a look at the interactivity, the images, the cracks in the ice of Europa, and
use your mouse or finger to view the planets and moons on all sides. This site is an amazing
conglomeration of information and images.
4. For all Staff: iTeach Tech is coming June 2nd! Here is the save the date flier. At
iTeachTech, Leslie Fisher will be the keynote speaker; there will be learning experiences for
everyone! The 2022 iTeach Tech Conference will include specialized workshops that get to
the core of blended learning! Sessions will include Canvas (Basics/Advanced), Seesaw
(Basics/Advanced), Coding with Sphero Bolt/RVR, and many other tools to make your
classroom more engaging and interactive! EACS Teacher presenters and the prep time for
their presentations will be paid a stipend of $30 per session presented with an additional $60
(2 hours prep) for each unique session. Would you like to be a presenter? Please talk with your
Tech Coach!
Fun technology fact: A London-based company has figured out the technology needed to
build an invisibility shield. Consumers can buy the shield later this year if a pledge is made to their
Kickstarter campaign. London-based Invisibility Shield Co. invented a reliable and efficient
mechanism to make large yet light invisibility shields. The technology behind the function of the
shield is a precision-engineered lens array working to deflect light from the subject (behind the
shield) and away from the observer (in front of the shield). The lenses are oriented vertically to
allow light from the subject to diffuse when it passes through the shield. The light from the
subject's background is refracted towards the observer who cannot spot the subject hiding behind
the shield. A 3’ by 2’ shield will be priced at $394. Read more of the article here.

